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Crossbows use continues to
grow among sportsmen this
year and crossbow manufac-

turers are enticing veteran crossbow
hunters to upgrade with new models
that offer increased performance,
lower noise levels or easier handling
characteristics. 

Dave Robb, the Director of
Marketing for TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies, told ArrowTrade 2007
was shaping up to be a very exciting
year in the crossbow market.
Michigan is considering loosening
its requirements to obtain a cross-
bow hunting permit due to handi-
capped status, and like Wisconsin
may allow anyone over the age of 65
to hunt during archery season with a
crossbow. Illinois is looking at allow-
ing crossbow use by anyone 60 and
above, Robb reported, while Texas
and South Carolina are looking at
removing all restrictions on cross-
bow use in archery season. Missouri
and Florida are two other states that
may see increased crossbow hunting
opportunities by this fall. 

Robb said the wildlife manage-
ment professionals in these states,
where there have been strong anti-
crossbow feelings among some
groups, are looking at the experience
of states that have eased restrictions
and seeing positive results. The dire
predictions about how increased
crossbow use would affect the quali-
ty of hunting are not being borne
out, he said, and since states want to
get more new hunters into the
woods, need more license revenue,
and want to retain the hunters
they’ve got, crossbows are seen as a
tool that can help them accomplish
those goals.

TenPoint’s own goal of produc-
ing a more compact, higher perfor-

mance model for 2007 resulted in
the Phantom CLS, where CLS stands
for Compact Limb System. The trend
in the compound bow industry
toward more compact, parallel limb
designs got the creative juices flow-
ing at TenPoint as many as three
years ago, Robb said. One disadvan-
tage of crossbows is that they’re
harder to maneuver through the
woods than a compound or tradi-
tional bow, due to their width. If
those wide limbs should happen to
encounter a limb or treestand as
they fly forward, the hunter can get
bruised or worse as the stock kicks to
the side.

TenPoint developed a much
deeper riser of machined aluminum

so it could mount the limbs at a
more rear-swept angle. The riser
positions the limb butts well forward
of the stock, similar to how a sharply
reflexed riser on a compound bow
positions the grip behind the limb
butts. In both cases the result is a
longer power stroke and higher effi-
ciency. The 13 inch power stroke for
the Phantom CLS is TenPoint’s
longest, and multiplied by the 185
pound draw weight produces 109.7
foot pounds of kinetic energy, using
the recommended 420 grain arrow.
Part of the credit for the brisk 343 fps
in arrow speed is due to the MR
Cams, from a company that until
this year had used round eccentrics.
(MR stands for Maximum Rotation.)

Growing Market Propels

Todd Sheetz  of Swatara Creek Outfiiters, Anneville, Pennsylvania shoulders a Stryker
from BowTech during the 2007 Kinsey’s Dealer Show. Between sales to the handicapped
and to hunters who can use crossbows during archery season in some suburban coun-
ties, Sheetz figures crossbows and their accessories make up about a tenth of the retail-
er’s sales volume. His store had ordered the innovative model but had not yet received it.
The BowTech representative explained this demo model had been in the tryout area, but
could no longer be shot because arrows from it were penetrating so far into the butts
that there was a danger of them damaging the walls of the Hershey Convention Center.
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During this crossbow’s develop-
ment, TenPoint had to develop a new
limb profile that could stand up to
the more aggressive draw force curve
shown on page 7 of the 2007 catalog.
The Suffield, Ohio firm had been
using a belly grind for its limbs,
where a section was dished out in a
curve to produce the working area
where the limb would flex. After
limbs ground that way failed in test-
ing the Phantom CLS, TenPoint
came up with a static taper, where
the limb starts with a thickened butt
section and then thins down to
hinge point a few inches from the
cams.

I asked Robb how people were
responding to the look of the new
crossbow, since uncocked it’s 5 inch-
es lower in axle to axle length than
other models. He’s heard it referred
to as narrow and skinny by dealers
and consumers who see it for the
first time, he said, “but in all cases
they see that as a real benefit.”

When people shoot the
Phantom CLS, Robb said they’re
often struck by the reduced noise
and vibration, other attributes of the
parallel limb design. “We came up
with a crossbow that is considerably
quieter than our other crossbows. It
has a shot that is so soft, not vibra-
tion free, but approaching vibration
free.” The improved feel, higher per-
formance and more compact shape
all help justify the $2,000 price tag
for the package that includes the
crossbow, a complete accessory
package with premium scope, and a
hard case.

You can’t get that improved feel,
but you can get improved perfor-
mance, out of other redesigned
models for 2007. The Pro Elite, which
had been the top of the line in 2006,
was the basis for the 2007 Pro Elite
HP. The power stroke was extended 1
inch by lengthening the aluminum
stock, and the wheels were replaced
by HP Cams strung with cables and

strings made with Brownell Ultra
Cam material. This year you can
order the Pro Elite HP in a package
that retails around $1,500, or as the
185-pound draw crossbow alone.
The manufacturer says it produces
103.4 pounds of kinetic energy and
fires its moderate weight, 420 grain
arrow at 333 fps. While the Phantom
uses the new Realtree APG HD fin-
ish, this Pro Elite HP carries Realtree
Hardwoods Green. TenPoint double
dips its crossbow stocks so the pat-
tern doesn’t distort as it stretches
around the far side: one side is
dipped and dried, then the other.

More Crossbow Innovation
By Tim Dehn

A new cam and an inch-longer draw stroke of 12 1/2 inches has boosted performance
on the Pro Elite HP over last year’s Pro Elite. This TenPoint Crossbow Technologies model
is now rated at 333 fps with that arrow carrying 103.4 foot pounds of kinetic energy.
The crossbow measures 25 1/4 inches wide, from axle to axle, at brace height.

At right, this view from above of the Phantom  CLS shows how this Ohio manufacturer
was able to reduce width 5 inches by using a more parallel limb design. TenPoint’s Dave
Robb said less shock and noise are other attributes of the Compact Limb System.



That’s why a seam is visible in the
camo finish.

The Blazer HP model for 2007
also uses the new HP cams, boosting
its performance to the 311 fps range
with its 175 pounds of draw weight.
You’ll find round wheels on the 175
pound ProFusion and 165 pound
Titan, which dispense with the alu-
minum barrel in favor of a one-piece
stock and barrel formed from the
Verton polymer. The ProFusion
wears a Realtree Hardwoods finish,
while the entry-level Titan has the
Realtree Advantage pattern. Mossy
Oak fans will find the New Break-Up
finish used on the weight-adjustable
Slider and ProSlider in the 6-Point
Series.

Realtree APG HD, Advantage
Timber HD and Mossy Oak New
Break-Up are your options in the
new 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX
Quiver. The new quiver can be set to
use for right handed or left-handed
shooters, and uses rubber nubs
below the broadhead hood and the
arrow gripper to keep fletching from
being crushed while bench shooting
or if the crossbow is placed on a
table, floor or the ground. There’s a
new Pro-40 zero power multi-dot
scope, which like the 3x Pro View
Scope lets you switch between red or
green aim points in five intensity lev-
els. 

Robb is recommending people
use the needle-like Microlon
Precision Oiler to lubricate their
crossbow barrels against string wear.
“This carries fractured resin particles
that bond with the surface of the

metal. It makes a
slick, Teflon-like
surface and it lasts
a long time.” You
can wax the string
fibers to improve
life and shed water,
but you should
keep wax off the
center serving so
there’s no chance it
will pick up grit or
gum up the work-
ings of the trigger.

I asked Robb
what his compa-
ny’s reaction was
to the Stryker
Crossbow being
produced at the
BowTech plant in
Oregon. It’s being
advertised to pro-
duce arrow speeds
of 425 fps, while
the 300 to 343 fps
speeds different
TenPoint models
produce aren’t
much different than you’ll achieve
with a high performance compound
bow. That’s exactly the point, Robb
said. Crossbows are more and more
being accepted as just another
choice for how to hunt with a broad-
head, and TenPoint made a con-
scious decision in designing the
Phantom CLS to keep it under 350
fps. That enabled this veteran manu-
facturer to offer a premium quality,
user friendly crossbow without rais-
ing alarm bells in state game agen-
cies. “When you start getting up into
the 400 plus feet per second, it’s just
opening the door to criticism from
all those people who want to con-

vince you that
the crossbow is
not really a bow,”
the marketing
director said.

Parker
Crossbows

The Parker
Crossbows are
designed and
assembled by the
same team that

brings to market the popular Parker
Compound Bows. When you consid-
er that the bow brand introduced six
new XP (for Xtreme Parallel) models
to the market late last fall, you might
expect it to have left its crossbow
line-up the same for 2007. In fact it
introduced new HP (for High
Performance) models of the Safari
Magnum and Terminator, as well as
offering these bows ready to shoot in
Outfitter kits. These new models fea-
ture 175 pound draw limbs and
Super Crossbow Cams that have
been redesigned with increased let-
off, so the trigger action feels the
same way it does on the 150 and 100
pound draw weight models.

“It took us a while to make sure
we could build a higher poundage
model and still have the durability
and quietness we do at the lower
draw weights,” Johnny Grace said
from his viewpoint as Vice President
of Sales and Product Development.
All archers seem to be interested in
higher performance, he noted, and if
that can achieved without sacrificing
other attributes, there was no reason
not to bring out the more powerful

Parker Terminator HP.

Parker Safari Magnum HP
in right hand version.

86 Circle 166 on Response Card
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models. “Someone shooting a verti-
cal bow may really struggle to go
from 60 pounds to 70 pounds in
draw weight,” he said, “but with the
cocking aids available anyone can go
from shooting a 150 pound crossbow
to shooting a 175 pound crossbow.”

Like the 150 pound draw weight
Safari-Magnum, the Safari-Magnum
HP uses a composite pistol-grip
stock that has a full cheek piece and
is dished out on the opposite side to
save weight. Parker calls it “the most

c o m f o r t a b l e ,
accurate and
easy to shoot
stock ever
designed for a
crossbow.” Sims
String Leeches
and Sims Limb
Savers are both
installed. With a
4x Multi-Reticle
scope or Triple
Red Dot, the
Manufacturers
S u g g e s t e d

Retail Price is $679.95, $20 above the
150 pound version. You’ll want to
check state game laws before order-
ing this crossbow set-up with both
Triple Dot Scope and laser sight, at a
$120 premium. All come with a rope
cocking device, four crossbow
arrows and a four-arrow quiver that
mounts sideways under the prod.
(Remember you need to specify left
or right hand with this stock design.)

For $90 more, you can sell the
Deluxe Safari Outfitter package. That

model includes the accessories
above plus a SideWinder Cocking
Device, Padded Sling, Camo Soft
Case, Parker Cap, and extra string
and buss cable. There’s no lube for
the rail because all Parker Crossbows
use a slick insert the arrow rides on,
called a Speedtrack System. It’s that
slick track, a fairly generous 13 inch
power stroke and the company’s
considerable experience in design-
ing cams for compound bows that
enables the Safari Magnum HP to
generate arrow speeds of 340 fps.

“The difference between our 150
pound draw weight crossbows and
the 175 pounds ones is 20 to 25 fps in
speed,” Grace said. “That speed
comes with an added 10 to 15 foot
pounds of kinetic energy. A 150
pound draw weight crossbow is
already very powerful, with a speed
of 320 fps. The added 25 pounds in
draw weight doesn’t add that much
more in practical terms but the con-
sumers like more power, and so to
some degree so the dealers.”

At the ATA Show, the SHOT

The compact Parker
Buck-Buster is
unchanged for 2007.
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SHOW and for a couple months
after, Grace said the 150 pound draw
weights were leading in orders. As
more dealers have had a chance to
learn about and try the HP models,
those have taken the lead. In addi-
tion to the Safari Magnum we’ve
been describing, there’s an HP ver-
sion of the Terminator. The
Terminator’s camo-dipped compos-
ite stock has a conventional rear-sec-
tion so it will fit both right and left-
handed shooters. The ambidextrous
model has been coming in 100 and
150 pound weights, so the HP gives a
third choice. Suggested retail prices
range from $599.95 on the 100 or 150
pound model to $769.95 if you order
the 175 pound “HP” with laser sight.

Parker hasn’t changed its lami-
nated wood-stocked Safari Classic or
the compact Buck-Buster and Fire-
Ball models for 2007. But you can
expect lots of changes in the line
starting late this fall when the 2008
models are released. “We need to
give the guy who bought a Safari
Magnum five years ago a reason to
buy a new Parker Crossbow,” Johnny

Grace said. “There’s a lot that can be
done with crossbow design. The
basic designs haven’t changed a lot
since the 1950s. They haven’t had the
dynamic following like our vertical
compounds have. With those, every
year the bow companies try to outdo
each other, so over the course of five
years, compound bows have really
changed.”

Grace said you can see signs of
the change accelerating in the cross-
bow market, with TenPoint’s com-
pact new Phantom CLS, new recurve
options from Horton, and the 425 fps
Stryker from BowTech. “Crossbow
manufacturers are taking a page
from the bow manufacturers, offer-

ing something really new. Why?
Because now we have 15 percent of
the states that have full crossbow use
in archery season, and I suspect that
trend will continue until most of the
states allow them. Certainly the
crossbow market is expanding to the
point that it makes it worthwhile to
spend the R&D money to bring the
new products out.”

Big hunting states in the mid-
west, like Michigan, Minnesota and
Wisconsin, may not have cared all
that much when Alabama or Virginia
opened up seasons to crossbow use,
Grace said. On the other hand Texas
is a huge hunting state, he said, and a
proposal to open its bow seasons to
crossbows recently passed the state
house with a sole dissenting vote.
Assuming the bill passes the state
senate and is signed by the governor,
that state alone will provide a big new
market for crossbows and acces-
sories and Grace said it will certainly
get other wildlife departments think-
ing about similar measures. 

Horton Crossbows
Horton’s Ottie Snyder has worked

with Grace and representatives of
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies and
Excalibur Crossbow to introduce
crossbows to state game agency per-
sonnel and to train hunter safety
instructors to cover crossbows in
their presentations. Like Grace he
feels the crossbow market will con-
tinue to grow, in part because states
want that tool to help stem the
decline in hunter participation.
When hunters using compounds or
traditional gear reach a point in their
lives that they are too pressed for

The Great Lakes
crossbows remain
among the most pow-
erful made, because
Darton’s Rex
Darlington designed
them with a long
power stroke by latch-
ing the string well
behind the trigger.
This Impact shares the
same stock and front
end as the Stinger and
Fireforce and uses a 17 inch power stroke to push a relatively heavy 475 grain arrow
at 343 fps. With a 525 grain arrow, this 165 pound draw weight crossbow shoots 331
fps and produces 128 foot pounds of energy.

The PSE Rattler is sold in a package with four Viper crossbow arrows. This 165 pound
draw crossbow uses a thumbhole stock with an anodized machined aluminum barrel.
Like other current models, it incorporates an automatic safety that engages when the
crossbow is cocked. The package also includes quiver, 3 Dot Red Dot scope, padded sling
and 100 grain practice points. With  broadheads, your customer will be ready to hunt.
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time to practice regularly, they can
spend 30 minutes practicing with
their crossbow and know if they can
get within the same range they can
make a clean kill. “Crossbows cer-
tainly aren’t the salvation of hunting
and they’re not a cure-all for the con-
tinued drop in license sales.
However, in states like Ohio and
Arkansas that have a 25 or 30-year
history of crossbow use, it’s been
proven that crossbows enable
hunters to come into the woods at a
younger age and to stay in the woods
longer,” the Horton Media
Representative said.

Company Founder Bernard
Horton introduced his first recurve
crossbow in 1959, and even though
the company has focused on com-
pounds for decades it is back with
three recurves in the Legacy series for
2007. “If there’s a demand out there
for recurve crossbows, then we want
to be able to offer them,” Snyder said.
They’re lighter than the compound
models, he said, and some people
just prefer the simplicity of a recurve
limb over the compound rigging with
its eccentrics, cable and string.

The recurve laminated limbs on
the company’s solid Hunter stock
form the Legacy 225 and Legacy 200
models. These limbs are made with
four different composites, and are
then finished with a CamoTuff layer
on each side. The fairly long limbs
produce a 37 inch wide crossbow, 36
inches long, that will fire a light 350
grain target arrow up to 350 fps. 

Those limbs are drawn through a
17.75 inch power stroke on the
Legacy 225, a 16.75 inch power stroke
on the Legacy 200. With the Legacy
175 model, you’re getting the lighter,
hollow Legend stock and a 14 inch
power stroke that builds holding
weight to 175 pounds, which is still
capable of firing a 406 grain arrow at
310 fps. These new models employ
String Stumpers, which are rubber
dampers mounted on rods sweeping
back from the riser so they can
reduce string twang as the string
contacts them at brace height

Horton’s popular Hunter com-
pound crossbow continues to be
offered in 150 and 175 pound draw
weights on their flattened thumbhole

stocks, while three different Legend
models are built on that rounded
thumbhole stock. A film dipped
Team Realtree 175 and Explorer with
camo decals share a more basic slab-
sided stock, while the entry-level
Summit HD 150 had its own synthet-
ic stock and barrel. Now there’s a fifth
stock, which shortens the distance
between trigger and butt so the Scout
can be easily used by women, youth
and men with compact frames. 

“The Scout is the best crossbow

we’ve introduced in a long, long
time,” Snyder said enthusiastically.
“It gives the small frame hunter a
crossbow they can be comfortable
with. My wife had surgery that left
her with little strength on her left
side, and even with our Summit HD
150 she had to use a knee pod or a
ground pod to help support the
crossbow. With the 125-draw weight
on the Scout, she can cock her own
crossbow and can hold it up to shoot,
and that just makes her feel so much
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more independent. What works for
her is going to work for a lot of other
women and kids.”

Excalibur Crossbow
There have been years when

there wasn’t much for me to write
about that was new from Excalibur,
the long-time Ontario-based builder
of recurve crossbows. In what may be
another sign of the growing impor-
tance of the crossbow market, the 20-
year-old recurve crossbow specialist
has three new models and some
exciting new accessories.

Kath Troubridge founded the
business with her husband Bill, and
during the Kinsey’s Dealer Show on

February 24 she introduced me to
new Equinox, Vortex and Apex mod-
els.

Let’s start with the Apex, an eco-
nomical but accurate model aimed at
recreational and competitive shoot-
ers. This model confirms to the IAU
specifications with its modest 90
pound draw weight and 11.8 inch
power stroke. Shooting 16 inch shafts
made with Easton size 2113 XX75,
you’ll see just 220 fps. You’ll also see
the high degree of accuracy and
repeatability, thanks to its compact,
easy-handling characteristics and
precision trigger. 

The Apex will stand out in a sea
of camo crossbows, because it com-
bines a black stock with metallic blue
barrel and stirrup mounted on a
gleaming extension. “A lot of ladies
may never want to hunt,” Kath said,

“and don’t want a crossbow
that looks like a hunting
crossbow. We expect some
hunters to buy one of these
so family members can enjoy
shooting with them. But our
main market for the Apex is
overseas, where they do a lot
of target shooting.”

Excalibur’s lightest hunt-
ing model is the 6-pound
Vixen, which uses a 150-
pound draw weight to shoot

a 20-inch shaft at speeds of 285 fps,
provided you order this Deerhide
Brown crossbow with the low-stretch
Flemish Fast Flight string. 

The Phoenix is just an inch
longer than the Vixen, at 37.5 inches,
with an added inch of power stroke
that builds speeds to 305 fps using
the 350 grain arrow that is the recom-
mended minimum. It carries a
Realtree Hardwoods finish on limbs
and stock, applied with the
Kolorfusion process. Kath Troubridge
said that Kolorfusion, which bakes
the dyes into the material using a
temporary fabric wrap, proved
durable during Excalibur’s limb test-
ing when film dip finishes would
begin to peel off. 

A colorful new “Just Enough
Package” is available with the
Phoenix that includes Excalibur’s
Varizone Crossbow scope, mounting
hardware, a four-arrow quiver and
bracket, and four aluminum arrows
with target points. Or you can add a
more elaborate “The Right Stuff”
package that adds quiver, wax, spare
string, rope cocking aid, stringer, six
carbon arrows, six target points and
six Boss broadheads by Wasp. The
Right Stuff Scope Package has all that
plus a Vari-Zone scope, mount and
rings.

This year you have two choices in

At left, Peter Balfour turns the dial that adjusts light intensity to the aim
points in the new Lumi-Zone Scope from Excalibur. Another ring in front of the
ocular lens is used to calibrate the scope to arrow speed. Below, Kath
Troubridge demonstrates how a hunter can use a rangefinder to quickly check
distance, then look back through the scope to make a precise shot. The shock-
absorbing mount is another new accessory from this Canadian firm.
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200-pound draw weights working
across a 15.5 inch power stroke, both
producing advertised speeds of 330
fps. The Exocet 200 has the familiar
slab-sided Excalibur stock finished in
Realtree Hardwoods. The new Vortex
has a Realtree AP-finished thumb-
hole style stock with a shorter length
of pull, or distance from stock to butt.
That has the effect of shifting the bal-
ance back toward the shooter and
helps people with shorter arms feel
comfortable shooting the crossbow.
“People have been asking for cross-
bows that are shorter in overall
length, and this new stock allows us
to reduce the Vortex length by 1.1
inches over the Exocet 200,”
Troubridge said. “Some of our com-
petitors were already offering
thumbhole stocks. People tell us they
feel they have better control with that
design. The one compromise with
the thumbhole design is you may
have to take your hand off the stock
to control the safety.”

The new thumbhole stock is also
going on what Excalibur considers its
flagship for 2007, the Equinox. That
225 pound draw crossbow weighs
just 6.4 pounds and can fire a 350
grain arrow at 350 fps, thanks in part
to a 16.5 inch power stroke. The
Exomax carried over from last year
has similar performance, but is a lit-
tle over an inch longer and a tenth of
a pound heavier due to its older stock
style. 

Excalibur has a new twin-grip-
per, four-arrow quiver finished in
Realtree Hardwoods or Realtree AP,
removable with the twist of a locking
screw. You can also order a quiver
mount where the bracket pops off
with the quiver, leaving no projecting
mount on the crossbow.

The Kitchener, Ontario firm has
developed a new Lumi-Zone scope
with an illuminated recticle and big,
40 mm objective lens. Like the non-
lighted Vari-Zone, the Lumi-Zone has
an adjustable multiplex system so
the four aim points can be set for
your arrow speed so they’re precisely
at 10 yard intervals. Troubridge
showed me how the top arrow point
would be my 10 yard setting, the
crosshairs would be 20, and three
additional arrows would mark 30, 40

and 50 yards. “It has 11 intensity set-
tings, and is powered by a conven-
tional watch battery. If the battery
should go dead, you still have the
black crosshairs as a guide. We felt
this offered a higher degree of relia-
bility than the Red Dot scopes that
are typically offered with crossbows,
and with crossbows shooting at dif-
ferent speeds you can’t get a very
accurate sighting system unless you
have the ability to change the set-
tings. On both our scopes, you can
adjust from 250 to 350 fps in 25 fps
increments.”

Now that so many hunters use
laser rangefinders, Excalibur has
come up with a mount that carries
one above your crossbow scope. A
cushion of soft Sorbothane works to
minimize the shock that would oth-
erwise be carried to the unit, which
attaches to the bracket with a self-
stick hook & loop pad.  

Editor’s Note: I also contacted
Bear Archery for this article, but was
told that company that holds a

license on Reverse Draw Technology
is currently not producing crossbows
and is continuing to monitor the
market. Here’s how to contact com-
panies covered in this feature:

Excalibur Crossbow: Call (519)
743-7890, fax your inquiry to (519)
743-6964 or email your interest to
service@excaliburcrossbow.com.

Horton Crossbows: Call (800)
291-3649, fax your inquiry to (330)
633-7751 or visit the website at
www.crossbow.com.

TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies: Call (330) 628-9245, fax
your inquiry to (330) 628-0999 or visit
www.tenpointcrossbows.com.

Great Lakes Crossbows by
Darton: Call (989) 728-4314, fax your
inquiry to (989) 728-2410 or visit dar-
tonarchery.com.

Stryker by BowTech: Call (541)
284-4711.

Precision Shooting Equipment:
Call (520) 884-9065, fax your inquiry
to (520) 884-1479 or visit www.pse-
archery.com.
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